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Abstract

sequence (seq2seq) learning have demonstrated to
be more effective in grammatical error correction
than other approaches (Chollampatt and Ng, 2017,
2018; Ge et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019).
Just as in other machine translation tasks, the
quantity anfd quality of data play an important role
in the MT approach to grammatical error correction. While several recent studies have focused on
generating artificial grammatical error sentences
(e.g. Rei et al., 2017; Kasewa et al., 2018), the current study explores how error-focused phrases influence the performance of grammatical error correction. There are slightly over half million errorcontained sentences in the training data provided
by the BEA 2019 Shared Task, and the total number of errors is over 1.3 million, which means there
are on average 2 or 3 errors in each error sentence.
Our intuition is that multiple errors in one sentence
can be challenging for MT models to learn and
generalize, especially when the amount of training
data is limited. Thus, by augmenting the training
data with error-focused phrases, which we term
“cheat sheet”, MT models can directly “see” the
errors and their corrections. We predict that this
will lead to better overall performance and precision in particular. We examine two ways of creating a cheat sheet–one extracting errors and surrounding context and the other one extracting from
a SMT phrase table (§2). Phrases extracted from
the first method are also used to generate artificial
syntactic error sentences for the unrestricted track
of the shared task (§3). We run both SMT using
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and multi-layer CNN
seq2seq NMT (Chollampatt and Ng, 2018) for our
training data in restricted (original training + cheat
sheet) and unrestricted (original training + cheat
sheet + syntactic pseudo corpus) settings (§4). In
general, our results show that a cheat sheet created
with errors and surrounding context does lead to
an improvement in precision. However, compared

In this paper, we explore two approaches of
generating error-focused phrases and examine
whether these phrases can lead to better performance in grammatical error correction for
the restricted track of BEA 2019 Shared Task
on GEC. Our results show that phrases directly extracted from GEC corpora outperform
phrases from a statistical machine translation
phrase table by a large margin. Appending error+context phrases to the original GEC corpora yields comparably higher precision. We
also explore the generation of artificial syntactic error sentences using error+context phrases
for the unrestricted track. The additional training data greatly facilitates syntactic error correction (e.g., verb form) and contributes to better overall performance.

1

Introduction

Grammatical Error Correction (GEC) is a natural language processing (NLP) task of automatically detecting and correcting grammatical errors in the text. With the ever-growing number
of second language learners of English and demand to facilitate their learning with timely feedback, GEC has become increasingly popular and
attracted much attention in both academia and industry in recent years. In a typical GEC task,
for example, Travel and bored. in the sentence
Travel by bus is expensive and bored needs to be
first detected as incorrect and then be modified to
their correct forms (Travelling and boring). Various approaches have been proposed to solve this
problem including language modeling, rule-based
classifiers, machine-learning based classifiers, machine translation (MT), and etc. (Ng et al., 2013,
2014). In the past few years, both GEC-tuned
statistical machine translation (SMT) and neural machine translation (NMT) using sequence-to∗
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to current state-of-the-art results, the recall of our
models is considerably lower. These results and
future work are discussed in the last section.

2
2.1

harder to train using SMT because of their complex syntax and long dependency structures (Bach,
2012). We then extracted phrase pairs with five or
more words and the direct translation probability
over 95%. Phrase pairs that were same on the error and correct side were also discarded.

Cheat Sheet
Error+Context Dictionary

Artificial Error Generation has been a long-studied
technique for creating more training data for
Grammatical Error Correction systems. In previous studies, there are two types of methods of
generating an artificial error, one making use of
the real learner data statistics and the other treats
all types of errors uniformly. Through experiments, it has been shown that accuracy improves
when training and test data are more similar to
each other (Felice, 2016). This observation is one
reason that motivates us to use directly the extracted parallel phrase dictionary from the combined m2 files as part of our training data since
the dictionary preserves the original error distribution. In the dictionary, each pair of the phrases
contains one edit in the m2 file and contains one
context word on both sides of the edit (one context word if the edit is at the start of the end of
the sentence). The instances in the dictionary have
shorter lengths compared to the parallel sentences.
2.2

3

Pseudo Corpus with Syntactic Errors

We can define syntactic errors as errors that are
grammatically incorrect but in most cases, the
meaning is still conveyed as compared to semantic errors where the learner fails to convey the desired meaning across to the reader but the sentence
structure is correct. Observing syntactic errors is
crucial in improving grammatical error correction
since they have a direct correlation to grammatical errors since syntactic errors produce grammatically incorrect sentences.
Learners usually make these errors mostly due
to overgeneralizations and simplifications (Heydari and Bagheri, 2012). The learner will overgeneralize and apply the grammatical rule to a place
where it does not apply. For simplification, the
learner will omit the rule in the context when the
rule is supposed to apply. Most of this is due to
the learner not having a frame of reference for that
rule in their native language. For example, Chinese does not use article or determiners so they
tend to overgeneralize or simplify and some times
insert or omit an article or determiner (Robertson,
2000). Table 1 shows examples of a syntactic error
and a semantic error. In the syntactic error example, the use of the form of the verb is incorrect.
Working should be changed to to work. In the semantic example, Lately should be changed to Recently.
For the unrestricted track, we created a pseudo
corpus by using the syntactic errors from the dictionary described in the previous section. We
used 6 types of syntactic errors based on the
ERRANT annotation (Bryant et al., 2017), including ADJ:FORM (is good for our health
than – is better for our health than), MORPH
(the everyday invents – the everyday inventions),
NOUN:INFL (TVs companies – TV companies),
VERB:FORM (make my dream comes true – make
my dream come true), VERB:INFL (he thinked –
he thought) and VERB:SVA (there are a – there is
a). The total number of syntactic error pairs we extracted from the dictionary is around 100K entries.
The clean corpus we use has around 2 million sen-

SMT Phrase Translation Table

Generating a large table of phrase pairs is an integral part of statistical machine translation. These
phrase pairs and their corresponding scores (e.g.,
translation probability and lexical weighting) are
the knowledge source during translation/decoding.
These phrases are not linguistically well-formed
(e.g., noun phrases and prepositional phrases).
Rather, they are just sequences of words of arbitrary length. One major difference between the error+context approach and this one is that error is
always centered in the former approach, while an
error can appear in any position in a phrase in this
one.
The Moses SMT system (Koehn et al., 2007)
was used to generate a phrase translation table.
We used Giza++ (Och and Ney, 2003) for word
alignment, and a 3-gram language model trained
on 2 million sentences from the AFP news corpus1
with KenLM (Heafield, 2011). Our input and output sentence length was limited to 40 to ensure the
quality of the phrase table, as longer sentences are
1
From English Gigaword, https://catalog.ldc.
upenn.edu/LDC2003T05
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Syntactic Error:
Semantic Error:

I want working in our cafe.
Lately I have seen a very interesting TV show.

Table 1: Examples of a syntactic error and a semantic error

tences from the AFP news corpus. Each error in
the syntactic error dictionary can be used at most
once. We keep the numbers of different types of
errors the same and thirty percent of the sentences
in the pseudo learner corpus contains exactly one
error. For each sentence, the search of the phrase
starts from the longest length. Once we find an
n-gram that appeared in the correct side of the dictionary, we replace it with the incorrect counterpart. The cheat sheet and the pseudo syntactic error corpus improved our results by emphasizing
the learners’ errors and their contexts.

4

Baseline
Restricted
Unrestricted

Prec.
52.68
51.48
63.31
56.03
65.14

Recall
16.42
17.85
15.43
15.85
17.63

F0.5
36.54
37.39
39.06
37.18
42.33

Table 2: Baseline result and results submitted to the
BEA 2019 Shared Task

size) in the encoders and decoders, Nesterov Accelerated Gradient as the optimizer with a momentum of 0.99, dropout rate of 0.2 and an adaptive
learning rate (initially 0.25, minimum 10−4 ). Unlike Chollampatt and Ng (2018), we set the word
embedding dimensions in both encoders and decoders to 300 rather than 500, and we trained the
word embeddings separately using the error and
correct side training data instead of external corpora. During inference, we used a beam size of
10.

Experiments and Results

4.1

SMT
SMT
NMT
SMT
NMT

Experiment settings

We used all the four datasets — FCE, NUCLE,
W&I+LOCNESS and Lang-8 — provided in the
BEA 2019 Shared Task2 as our baseline data
(1,171,078 sentence pairs). For the restricted
track, we appended the baseline data with our
cheat sheet (in total over 2M sentence / phrase
pairs), and for the unrestricted track, the additional
syntactic pseudo corpus was supplemented on top
of the training data in the restricted track (over 4M
sentences in total). The official W&I+LOCNESS
development set and test set were used as development and evaluation3 . We did not use any spell
check to pre- or post-process our data, which could
affect our results negatively (Chollampatt and Ng,
2017).
For the SMT approach to GEC, we used the
same Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) setup as in
§2.2, except for the sentence length, which we
changed to the default value (1 – 80). The standard
Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) algorithm
(Och, 2003) was used for tuning. For the NMT
approach, we used a 7-layer convolutional seq2seq
model4 as described in Chollampatt and Ng (2018)
with similar hyper-parameters, such as the top 30K
BPE tokens as the input and output vocabularies, 1,024 (hidden size) × 3 (convolution window

4.2

Results

Table 2 shows the baseline result and the results
we submitted to the BEA 2019 Shared Task. The
submitted results were all from the versions with
an error+context cheat sheet because our phrase
table cheat sheet yielded much worse results.
Overall, our models with an error+context cheat
sheet achieved higher precision and F0.5 in both
restricted and unrestricted tracks than the baseline
model. Within our own models, GEC-tuned NMT,
as expected, consistently outperformed the generic
SMT models. In the unrestricted setting, for example, the gap in F0.5 was over 5%. When comparing the two NMT models across the two tracks,
our results clearly show that the additional pseudo
corpus contributed to better performance in precision, recall and F0.5 .

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we explored two error-focused approaches to grammatical error correction. One
was to extract parallel error-correct phrases (error
+ surrounding context) from the GEC corpora and
append them to our training data direct. Extracting

2

https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/nl/
bea2019st/
3
https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/21922
4
https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq
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about meaning in addition to structure. Given the
complexity of language, the individual meaning of
a word in a sentence changes according to the context. A simple example, She kicked the bucket.
and He filled the bucket with soda. both contain
the word bucket, but the meanings are drastically
different. Traditional word embeddings such as
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and fastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) only have one representation per word. As
the meaning of each word changes based on the
surrounding context, in which previous methods
fail. Therefore, we require a model that is capable of understanding the variations in meaning of
the given word based on its surrounding text in the
sentence. ELMo is another method for text embedding (Peters et al., 2018) which uses a deep,
bi-directional LSTM model that takes contextual
information into account and achieves state-ofthe-art results in many NLP tasks. ELMo analyses words within the context that they are used,
hence the way ELMo is used is quite different to
word2vec or fastText. As opposed to having a dictionary of words and their corresponding vectors,
ELMo instead creates vectors on-the-fly by passing text through the deep learning model. The
model is character based and hence forms representations of out-of-vocabulary words. We will
investigate whether incorporating ELMo in our
NMT model can improve the performance of correcting semantic errors in the near future.

error phrases is not a new method per se, as previous studies have used these phrases to generate
artificial errors (e.g., Felice, 2016). However, we
purposefully included these phrases in our training
in order for our models to pay attention to these errors and to focus on one error at a time. As a result,
the precision of our GEC models gained much improvement.
The second approach was to incorporate
phrases from SMT-generated phrase translation table. In the current study, we extracted parallel
phrases with five or more words and the direct
translation probability (from error to correct) over
95%. Contrary to our prediction, appending these
phrases to our training data dramatically decreased
the performance. A closer examination of the
phrases shows that there are many partial redundancies, which may have caused our models to
miss focus. Thus, we plan to investigate various
techniques to prune the phrase table (e.g. Johnson
et al., 2007; Zens et al., 2012) so that errors are
truly highlighted as in the error+context approach.
In the unrestricted track, we injected syntactic
errors from our error+context dictionary to a clean
corpus and appended the artificial error corpus to
the training data for the restricted track. When
training with SMT, there was no performance gain
overall and at the syntactic error type level. For
example, the precision of the VERB:FORM error
type was only 48.98% and the F0.5 was 35.40%.
However, when the same data was trained with
NMT, the benefit of additional data was evident.
The precision and F0.5 of VERB:FORM almost
doubled in this setting, compared to that in SMT.
These results, again, demonstrate the limitations
of the generic SMT approach to grammatical error
correction (e.g. Yuan and Felice, 2013).
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